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g0. INTRODUCTION 
LET p: E + M be a fiber bundle with compact closed connected manifold Tfor fiber and with 
the compact closed Riemannian manifold M for base. Let F be a smooth foliation for M 
such that each leaf of F inherits a real hyperbolic geometry from M. Our main result is a 
controlled h-cobordism theorem for h-cobordisms over E with control (in M) near the 
leaves of F (see Theorem 0.5). 
The authors have previously obtained foliated control results where the control in the 
direction tangent to the foliation was required to be less than some fixed fraction of the 
radius of injectivity of every leaf in the foliation (see [I I, 121). These prior control results 
have been suficient to compute the algebraic K-groups of hyperbolic manifolds (see 
[13, 14)). They have also been suficicnt to make rational computations of the algebraic 
K-groups of higher rank symmetric spaces of non-positive curvature (see [IS]). WC obtain 
in this paper, foliated control results with no requirements which rclatc the control in the 
directions tangent to the foliation to the radii of injcctivity of the Icavcs of F (set 
Theorem 0.5). This new type of foliated control result. of which Thcorcm 0.5 is but the first 
example, will be used by the authors in future papers to obtain intqruf information about 
the algebraic K-groups of higher rank symmetric spaces. 
We shall consider h-cobordisms W from r!_ W = k to ?+ CV equipped with maps 
r*: W x [0, l] --* W which satisfy the following: 
0.1. (a) r(j = l,, r,* Id, W = I,ld, W for all tc~[O, I], where r,*(x) = r*(x. r) for any 
(x, f)E w x [O, 1). 
(b) Each rf : W+d, W is a retraction. 
Definition 0.2. The h-cobordism W of 0.1 is (a. S)-controlled over (M, F), for some 
positive numbers a, 6, if for every XE W and any composite path 
[O, l] =(x) x [O, I] C w x [O, l]---‘-i, Wr’-EPM 
I T 
P,’ 
there is another path q: [O. I] + M such that the following hold. 
(a) d(q(t), p:(t)) 5 6 holds for all tE[O, I], where d( ,) is the metric on M induced by the 
given Riemannian structure. 
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(q) is contained in a leaf L of F. The diameter of Image(q) in L-with respect 
to the Riemannian structure inherited by L from M-is less than or equal to 2. 
Definition 0.3. The h-cobordism B’ of 0.1 is (1. b)-simply-controlled over (M, F) if for 
every path 
pf : [0, l] + M, IE W, of 0.2 there is another path 
q: [0, l] + M which satisfies the following. 
(a) q satisfies 0.2(a). 
(b) Image(q) is contained in a leaf L of F. Let 4: [O, l] + Ldenote any lifting of the path 
q to the universal covering space e for L. Then the diameter of Image (4) in L-with respect 
to the Riemannian structure of L which is pulled back from L-is less than or equal to a. 
Note that if W is (a, b)-simply-controlled over (M, F) then W is also (a, b)-controlled 
over (M, F). 
By a product structure for the h-cobordism W we mean a homeomorphism /: a _ W x 
[0, 1) + W such that fla_ W x 0 is the identity map. We say that the product structure 
f: d_ W x [0, I] + W is (1. 3)-controlled over (M, F) if for every yed_ W there is a 
path qv: [0, l] 4 M which satisfies the following properties: 
0.4. (a) d(q,(t), pf~r;of(y, t)) 5 6 holds for all re[O, I]. 
(b) Image (q,) is contained in a leaf L of F. The diameter of Image(q,) in L is less 
than or equal to a. 
Before stating the main theorem of this paper we first state separately its hypothesis. 
Hypothesis 0.5. F and p: E 4 M satisfy the following properties. 
(a) dim(E) Z 5. 
(b) Either the leaves of F have dimension less than two, or each leaf of F inherits from M 
a Riemannian geometry having constant sectional curvature equal - 1. 
(c) Let L denote any leaf of F, and let y: S’ + L denote a parametrization for any simple 
closed geodesic in L-where L is equipped with the geometry it inherits from M. Let T 
denote the fundamental group of the pulled back bundle g*(E). Then we must have that 
Wh(T@ Z”) = 0 for all integers n 10. 
(d) Wh(n,(T)$Z”) = 0 for all integers n 2 0, where Tis the fiber of p: E + M and Z is 
the cyclic infinite group. 
We can now state the main theorem of this paper. 
THEOREM 0.5. Suppose that p: E -, M and F satisfy Hypothesis 0.5. Then there is a 
number /? > 1, and for each a > 0 and each E > 0 there exists a number 6 > 0, such that rhe 
following hold. 
(a) If the leaves of F have dimension less than two, and if the h-cobordism W of E is 
(a, 6)controlled over (M, F), then there is a product structuref: d_ W x [0, l] + W for W 
which is (pa, .s)-controlled over (M. F). 
(b) If the leaves of F have dimension greater than or equal to two, and if the 
h-cobordism Wof E is (a, 6)-simply-controlled over (M, F), then there is a product structure 
f:d_Wx[O,l]-+Wfor W. 
Remark 0.5. The number /I depends only on dim(M). The number 8 depends on a, E and 
on the foliation F. 
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Before stating a conjecture, which would generalize the results of Theorem 0.5. we first 
state the hypothesis of this conjecture. 
Hppothesis 0.6. F and p: E + izf satisfy the following properties. 
(a) dim(E) >, 5. 
(b) Each leaf of F has dimension greater than one and inherits from AI a Riemannian 
geometry which has non-positive sectional curvature values everywhere. 
(c) Properties OS(c) (d) are satisfied. 
Conjecture 0.6. Suppose that Hypothesis 0.6 is satisfied by p: E -+ M and F. Then the 
conclusion of Theorem OS(b) should still be valid. 
Remark 0.7. (a) In the special case that the leaves of F are just points and the fiber of 
p: E + izf is a point Theorem 0.5 was proven by Chapmann and Ferry [4]. In the special 
case that the leaves of F are just points and the fiber ofp: E + M has dimension greater than 
zero, Theorem 0.5 was proven by Quinn [18]. 
(b) Theorem 0.5(a) was proven in [ 13; I .6] under the special hypothesis that for each 
a > 0 there exist only a finite number of closed lcaves of F having length less than or equal 
to z. Theorem 0.5(b) was proven in [ 131 under the special hypothesis that F has only one 
Icaf. 
(c) The arguments of [ 123. when applied to h-cobordisms of E instead of to the space of 
pseudo-isotopics of E (as in [ 121). suthcc to prove Thcorcm 0.5(b) in the special cast than 
the radius of injcctivity of each leaf of F is grcatcr than /ICC whcrc /I, a come from 0.5. 
(d) The proof of Thcorcm 0.5 given below applies (with only minor modifications) to 
verify conjccturc 0.6 in the special cast that each Icaf of F inherits a gcomctry from IV with 
strictly negative sectional curvature. 
(e) It is not necessary that F be a smooth foliation of M in 0.5. If the lcavcs of F have 
dimension one then it suffices that F bc a C2-foliation of M; and if the lcaves of F have 
dimension grcatcr than one, then it sufliccs that I: bc a CJ-foliation of hf. A similar remark 
holds concerning 0.7(d). 
ORGANIZATION OF TIIE PAPER 
In Section I we prove Theorem 0.5(a). Here is an outline of the proof. For any y > 0 let 
FY denote the union of all compact leaves of F which have length less than or equal to y. 
There is a filtration of FY 
given in 1.2 such that each F/ is a compact subset of FY which is equal to the union of some 
of the leaves in Fy. By identifying each leaf of F;/ to a point we obtain the spaces 
(b = xl; c x; c xy c.. . c xy = xy. 
The quotient map 4: FY + Xy is a type of “stratified fibration” over X with respect to the 
filtrations given for Fy and Xy (see 1.2(b)). Now set 7 = /Iz. We can choose a “long and thin” 
cell structure which covers any arbitrarily large compact subset S c IV - F7 (see [l3; 7.21). 
We argue by induction over the dimension of the cells in the long and thin cell structure (as 
in [ 13; $83) to get a product structure/: p - ‘(S) x [0, I] + W for W over S; note that the fi of 
0.5(a) is the same as the ~1, of [l3; 1.61. 
If the space Xy were actually a stratified space with the X,! - Xl-, as its smooth strata 
then we could extend the product structure/: p-‘(S) x [O. I] -+ B’ to a product structure 
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for N-over all of .Zf by applying a relative version of the stratified fibered thin h-cobordism 
theorem of [18; 2.73 near F’ with respect to the stratified fiber bundle projection 
(To make sure that the control hypothesis of [18; 2.71 is satisfied we must use that S is a 
very large compact subset of IV - FY, that W is (2, b)-controlled over (M, F), and that 
f: p-‘(S) x [O. I] + It’ is (/?z &)-controlled over (S. F).) 
If the space ,Y’ is not a stratified space with the Xr - X,Y_, for smooth strata we can still 
use the idea of the argument in the previous paragraph. We argue by induction down over 
the decreasing sequence 
Our induction hypothesis states that we have a well controlled product structuref;: p-‘(Sj) 
x [O. l] + It’ over an arbitrarily large compact subset Sj c M - F,!‘. To extend jj tofj_, : 
pel(Sj_ ,) x [O, I] + U’we first cover an arbitrarily large compact subset of F,? - F;_, by a 
finite number of charts. The exact properties of these charts are stated in Proposition 1.6. 
Each of these charts gives rise to a local projection map 
where I (ui, 6’) is a compact m-dimensional submanifold of M, By.’ is an mi-dimensional ball 
of radius S’, and /ji is a fbcr bundle projection having a circle cross an (m-m,- I)- 
dtmcnsional ball for fiber (see 1.7). (The numbers fi’ and S arc related by limit(S/(i’) = 0.) 
WC apply a rclativc version of the fibcrcd thin h-cobordism thcorcm [ 18; 2.73 over each of 
the I(!/,, R’). with rcspcct to the projection l>i. to cxtcndjj tojj_ ,. The exact nature of the 
application of [IX; 2.73 over each /(!I~. S’) is stated in Proposition 1.8. 
Propositions 1.6 and 1.8, which have been used in the proof of Thcorcm 0.5(a), arc 
proven in Section 2 of this paper. 
In Section 3 of this paper WC prove Theorem 05(b). We have discussed elsewhere how to 
get from a foliated control theorem for foliations with one-dimensional leaves to a foliated 
control thcorcm for foliations having higher dimensional real hyperbolic lcaves (see [ 121). A 
similar argument will work in the present context. However, since the x of 0.5(b) might be 
much greater than the injcctivity radius ofsome of the leaves of F, the”asymptotic transfer” 
construction given in [ 12; $21 (under the hypothesis that a is less then some fixed fraction of 
the radius of injectivity of each leaf of F) must be somewhat moditied. This modified 
“asymptotic transfer” is given in Lemma 3.3. Most of Section 3 is taken up in the statement 
and proof of Lemma 3.3. 
There are many (ordinary) control results which have foliated versions, for foliations 
having one-dimensional Icaves. These foliated versions can be proven by following the 
general outline of the proof given for Theorem 0.5(a) in Section One. In the appendix of this 
paper WC state and give outlines of the proofs for foliated versions of controlled structure set 
results of Chapman [5], Farrell and Hsiang [S]. and Quinn [lg. 193. 
51. FOLIATIONS WITH ONE-DIMENSIONAL LEAVES 
In this section we prove Theorem 0.5 in the special case that the leaves of F have 
dimension one. In fact, we prove a slightly more general result (than 0.5(a)) which we 
formulate now. 
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In this section, +I denotes a Riemannian manifold without boundary but not necessarily 
compact. and p: E -, M denotes a fiber bundle having the compact closed manifold T for 
fiber. We denote by F a foliation of A4 which satisfies the following properties. 
1.0 (a) F is a C’-foliation of hf. 
(b) Each leaf of F has dimension equal one. 
(c) For each number 7 > 0 the set FY is a compact subset of izf. (Here F’ denotes the 
union of ail closed leaves of F which have length less than or equal to 7.) 
(d) Each leaf of F is a complete Riemannian manifold with respect o the Riemannian 
structure it inherits from hf. 
We shall consider h-cobordisms I+’ from S_ I+‘= E to 2, Ct’ equipped with maps 
r*: wx [O. l] + U’ satisfying O.l(a) (b). Even though hf is not compact we may still 
define the notion of U’ being (z. S)-controlled over (Izf, F). as in 0.2. 
By a product structure for the h-cobordism ct’ orer Y c hf we mean an embedding 
f: p-‘( Y) x [0, 1-J 4 I+’ satisfying the following:f I@-‘( Y) x 0) is equal to the inclusion 
map p-I( Y) c ?_ U’; f(p-‘( Y) x I) c S, W; j(p-‘( Y) x (0. 1)) c B’- (:B: Such a 
product structure is said to be (z, 8)-controlled over ( Y, F) if for each ye Y there is a path 
q,,: [O. l] + M which satisfies 0.4 (a) (b). 
We can now state the main result of this section, which is a generalization of 
Theorem OS(a) to the case when the manifold M is not compact. 
THEORF.M 1.1. S~qp.se thcrt p: fi + M and F strtisjj hypothesi.s 0.5 trntl property I .O. Then 
therms is a number 11 > I which is independent of p : li -+ M and of F. Given cmy numbers r, E > 0. 
and given trny comptrct nei~ghborhood Y for F”” in M. there e.~i.st.s u number 6 > 0 which 
depends only on a, E, Y, and on thr/idicttion F of hf. Suppose thuf N’ is un h-cohordism o/’ k 
which is (z. ii)-controlled oiler (M, F). Then there is u product structure oj’ W otter Y &nor& 
by fi p - ’ ( Y) x [O, I] + W--such thut j is (/h. r:)-controlled otjer ( Y, F). 
Remark 1.1. (Boundary version of Theorem 1.1.) There is a version of Theorem 1.1 
where M may have a non-empty boundary 2M. We require that I: bc a C2-foliation of M 
such that each leafof F which intersects c’M must be contained in c’iLf. (Thus FI?M is a C’- 
foliation of 2,kf.) We also require that F satisfies 1.0 and that both (p. F) and (pip-‘(ZM), 
Fl21Vf) satisfy hypothesis 0.5. Let ( W, W,) be a given h-cobordism of the pair (E, p-‘(c’M)) 
equipped with deformation retracts r * : (W, W,) x [O. 1) -+ ( W, W,) which satisfy 0.1. If W 
is (r, S)-controlled over (M, F) there will exist a product structure/: (p- ‘( Y), p- ‘( Y n dbf) 
x [0, l] + (W, W,) which is (/1z, .s)-controlled over ( Y, F). 
Before beginning the proof of Theorem 1.1, we need to formulate two propositions 
which will be needed in the proof. These propositions will be proven in the next section. 
Note that by 1.0(c) there is a finite sequence 
of closed subsets of bf (where k depends on 7) uniquely determined by the following 
properties. 
1.2. (a) FG = 4, Fl = FY; each F/ is a union of closed leaves in FY. 
(b) A leaf L of F/ is also a leaf of F/_ , if and only if there is a tubular neighborhood A 
for L in hf. with projection pA: A + L, and a sequence L,. j = I, 2. 3. . . . , of leaves in Fr 
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is an n-fold covering map for some integer n > 1. 
More Notation 1.3. For each PEM let TP denote the tangent plane to M at p and let T,l 
denote the subplane consisting of all vectors which are perpendicular at p to the tangent 
direction of F. For any 6 > 0 let TPmd. Ti,d denote the balls of radius 6 centered at the origins 
in T,, T,I. We let exp: T, + ,%I denote the exponential map. Let BT denote the ball of radius 
6 centered at the origin in R”. We equip f?; x S’ with the product Riemannian structure, 
where B,” inherits its Riemannian structure from R” and S’ is the unit circle. 
Dtjnitbn 1.4. A mapping g: B,” x S’ + M is called an (6; E,, Em)-approximtrrion to the 
foliation F of M if the following hold. 
(a) y is a one-one smooth immersion. 
(b) For each aeT(B,” x S’) which is tangent to the second factor of ST x S’ the angle 
between d!](r) and T(F) is less than E,. (Hem T(F) is the distribution on M which is tangent 
to F.) 
(c) For each PE izf there exists an m-plane Yin TpI and a smooth function f: V-. T,’ such 
that (d) (c) hold. 
(d) The distance from f: V+ Ti to the inclusion map V c Tp’ is less than E, in the 
P-metric and is less than Ed in the Cl-metric. 
(c) Thcrc is a subset V’ c V such that 
~x~(.dc”)) = cxp(Ti,,)r\ Image(g). 
More Notution 1.5. Note for each pEImage(g)--where g comes from 1.4-T, splits as a 
sum T,(g)@ T,(g) of the vector tangent to and perpendicular to Image(g) at p. For 
I: > 0 Ict T,&(cg) denote the ball of radius E centered at the origin in T;(y), and set 
any 
PH~P~SITION 1.6. Given y > 0 there exists a number N > I and a continuous function 
r: [O, I] + [0, u,) wirh r(0) = 0. Given any Jo { I, 2, 3, . . . , k} and any compacr subset 
C c F: - F/_ , there exists u number c > 0. For ruch 6~(0, E) there exists afinite collection of 
mups gi: Bk”l x S’ 4 M, ie I, which satisfy the following properties. 
(a) Euch g, is un (8; r(S)& r(S))-upproximation ro the foliation F of M. 
(b) For euch iel und euch CE T(Br’ x S’) we hate thut 
where ( , ),“. ( , )i denote the Riemunnian structures on M. BT’ x S’. 
(c) Lef L denote uny leuf of F; - F,!‘_ , which infersects with C. Then there is ic1 and a 
point PE Byiza such thur the distance from any point on L to gi(p x S’) is less than r(S)6. 
(d) Euch g,(O x S’ ) is a lecd of F;! - F/_ , which intersects C. Moreocer. we hure that 
(I(gi* 6) - I(giv r(W))n F,!, = d~v 
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for i = N - ’ r(S)J. (Here for any 2. > 0 we define F;, A to be the set of all points in M which are a 
distance less than or equal to 2. from F;1.) 
(e) The number of the ( I (yi, 6): iEf ] which intersect with any gicen such set is less than N. 
Before stating the second proposition which is used in the proof of Theorem 1.1 we need 
some more notation. 
For each iEl set 
K= u Tk,(Yi)* 
pclmsgekh) 
where the rk,(gi) were defined in 1.5. Note that for sufficiently small 6 we will have that 
for each iEl the exponential map exp: & 4 M is one-one. Note also that by 1.5 we have 
exp(T,) = I(g,, 6). Thus we may define a map pi: I(g,. 6) + BF’ to be the composite map 
l(gi, S)S 7;:- proj image(g,)-fL &’ x sl proj ,&a. 
I T 
Pi 
It follows from 1.6(a) (b) that each pi satisfies the following property. 
1.7. For each (S’E(O. (S] the map 11~: I(g,, 8’) + E,“’ is a smooth bundle projection whose 
fiber is homcomorphic to By -m‘-t x S’ where m = dim(M). 
PROPOSITION 1.8. Given y us in 1.6, und given a confinuous map r, : [0, I] 4 [0, rxi) 
. with r,(O) = 0, [here is u conlinuous mup rz. [O. I] 4 [0, 00) with r2(0) = 0. Suppose thut 
the h-cohordisnr ct’ oj’ k is (y, r,(ii)d)-controlll~d over (M, F). Suppose lhur for some 
gi: Br’ x S’ -+ hl oj’ I .6 rhtrt fhrre is u product structuref: p - ’ ( L’) x [0, I] + W/or Wooer V, 
where V is a subset of M .sati.sfying l(g,. o) - Fj, A c V, for I = r,(S)S. fff is (y, r,(S)S)- 
controlled ucer ( V, F), [hen there is u producr sfrucfuref ‘: p - ‘(J(g,, a, 6)) x [O. l] -+ Wjin W 
ouer J(g,. u, 6) which sutisfies (u) (b) below, where 
J(Yi* U, 6) = b;?eXP(~~.d(gi)). 
X = yi(&” x S’), and u = 6 - r*(S)S. 
(a) f’ is (7, r2(S)S)-controlled orer (J(gi, a, S), F). 
(b) Let X c f$‘O denofe rhe muximul subser of Br’ such thur f is defined ouer p; ‘(X) (see 
1.7 for pi). Let U be the muximul subser of X sutisfyiny U Q’*‘~ c X, where CJ’2’*‘d denotes all 
the points of BT8 a distance less than or equal r2(b)S from U. Then we must have rhut f und f’ 
are equal orer p;‘(U)u(J(g,, u. S) - f(g,, r,(S)J)). 
Procfof Theorem I. I, The proof consists of an induction argument within an induction 
argument. The first induction argument is concerned with the decreasing sequence 
F@’ = F/” 3 F[I , 3 . . . =) Fe” 3 Fg” = 4 
of 1.2. where /I > I is a fixed number established in I.9 below and where we replace y in 1.2 
by flz. For any E > 0 and any jE {O. I, 2. . . . , k) denote by F!: the set of all points in M 
which are a distance less than or equal E from F, 83. Here is the induction hypothesis for the 
first induction argument. 
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1.9(j). There is a number B > 1 which is independent ofp: E + M and of the foliation F. 
Given any z > 0 and any sj > 0 there is a number ~5~ > 0. If the h-cobordism W is (z, bj)- 
controlled over (bf, F) then there is a product structure 
&p-‘(Y-Fj:,)x[O, l]-*W 
for I+’ over Y - F_f:, which is (Br, sj)-controlled over (Y - F_f:,, F). 
To complete the proof of Theorem 1.1 we must first verify 1.9(k). and then verify the 
induction step 1.9(j) * 1.9(j - 1). Note that 1.9(o) implies the conclusions of 1.1, for the E, 8, 
/of 1.1 equal to E,. 8,. f0 of 1.9(O). 
To verify 1.9(k) we use the arguments of [ 13; $7, $81. In more detail choose a “long and 
thin” cell structure which covers the set Y - Fpc”,, (compare with 1.0(c) and [ 13; 7.21). Now 
argue by induction over the dimension of the cells in this long and thin cell structure (as in 
[13; $81) to get the desired product structure for W over Y - Ff,:“,,. Note that the /? of 1.9 is 
the same as the p, of [13; 1.63. 
Now we consider the induction step 1.9(j) 3 1.9(j - 1). To verify this induction step we 
shall need the second induction argument referred to above. We will now formulate the 
induction hypothesis for this second induction argument. 
Let the yi: Byi x S’ + M. ill, be given by 1.6, for y = pa in 1.6. For the time being 6 of 
1.6 is fixed but arbitrarily small, and the C of 1.6 is an arbitrarily large compact subset of 
FP” - Ff! , .Note that by 1.6(e) there are subsets I,, x = 1, 2, . . . , N, of I which satisfy the 
following properties. 
1.10. (a) fi f,=f;I,nf,=f#~if.x#y. 
r-1 
(b) For any XE ( I. 2, . . . , N } and any i, i’c I, with i # i’ we must have 
I(Yi* S)n l(Yi., 6) = 4. 
For any a. h~(0, S) and IE{ 1, 2, 3,. . . , NJ we set 
where I’ = Xb, I, and where J(g,, a, b) is defined as in 1.8. Here is our second induction 
hypothesis. 
1.1 l(1). Given any a > 0 there are-for sufficiently small values of J-numbers a,, b,, E,.,, 
b,,&l, 8). If W is (a, S,.,)-controlled over (M, F) then there is a product structure 
/;.I: P- ‘(( Y - Ff:,.,) u S(& al* b,)) x CO, 11 + w 
for Waver ( Y - Ff”,,,,) u S(I, a,, b,). Moreover, the a,, b,. E ,,,, and/,., satisfying the following. 
(a) l~m~(s,.,/6) =0; l~m~(h,/6) >0; a, = (1 - 4”-1-N))6. 
(b) Jj.1 is (pa, c,.,)_controlled over (( Y - Ff”,,,,) u S(I, uI. b,), 
Note that 1.11 (N) implies l.S(j- 1) provided the following 
1.12. (a) (Y-F~~,.l,_,)c(Y-F~“,,,,“)uS(N,a,,b,). 
(b) E].N < Ej- 1’ 
0. 
relations hold. 
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Indeed if 1.12(a) (b) hold then we may define Sj_ I and&_ I by: 
bj-1 = d,.,* 
I;.-, =fi.NIP-l(Y-F~~1.,,_,) x I3 11. 
Then by 1.12(b) and 1.1 l(N)(b) we have that fi-r is (pz, sj-r)-controlled over 
(Y-FfZ,.,,_,,F),asis required in 1.9(j-1). 
On the other hand. in order to get 1.12(a)(b) both satisfied, we first choose sj_ t, then we 
choose C sufficiently large so that F/’ - Ff! ,, r/2r,_, c C, then we choose 6 of 1.1 l(N) to be 
much smaller than Ed-, . 
We will now complete the proof of Theorem 1.1 by carrying out the induction 
Step 1.11(/)~1.11(1+ 1). (Note that 1.9(j) is equivalent to 1.11(o) if in 1.11(o) we set 
S(o, a,, b,) = 4,h., =fj. Sjeo = Sj, and .sjUO = Ed, and if .sj has been choosen to depend on 6 of 
1.1 I(o) in such a way that limit(sj/S) = 0.) 
For each ief,, , we coniidk the product structureA defined by 
.A =fi.,l(p-‘(l(siV S)) x IIO, ll)ndomain(J.,)). 
for Ct’over /(II,, S)n [( Y - F’f:,,,) u S(I. a,, b,)]. Note that it follows from 1.6(d) and 1.1 I (I) 
that there is a number S, ~(0. S) satisfying the following properties. 
1.13. (a) limit(d,/S) = 0. 
d .O 
(b) p-‘(I((ji, S) - F;,,,) x [O. I] t domain( 
Note that by 1.13 each/; satisfies the hypothesis of Proposition 1.8 (with 5, of I.13 equal 
to r,(S)S of 1.8). Thus we may apply 1.8 to each/; to get a product structure 
s;: p-‘(J(gi, 6 - S,, S)) x [O, I] -+ w 
for t+’ over J(c),, S - S,. S) which satisfies the following properties. 
1.14. (a) There exists a number S,rs(O, 6) satisfying limit(S,/S) = 0. 
. 
(b) /‘I is (/k S,)-controlled over (J(gi, 6 - S2. S), !).‘(C!ompare with 1.8(a). where 5, 
equals r,(S)d uncl /la equals ‘/ in 1.8(a).) 
(c) Let Xi c ET:,,, be the maximal subset of B~L,, such thatj; is defined over pi- ‘(Xi) 
(see 1.7 for pi). Let Ui denote the maximal subset of X, satisfying Up1 c X,. Then we must 
have that /;: andjj are equal over p;‘(U,)u(J(gi, 6 - S,, S) - f(g,, ~5,)). (Compare with 
1.8(b), where 6, equals r,(S)6 of 1.8(b).) 
Now we can define the product structurefi.,+r of 1.11(1+ 1) as follows. 
1.15. (a) For each icf,,, setfj.r+r equal toj; over J(g,, a,,,, b,.,). 
(b) Set/j.,+, equal tof,., over 
[(Y - Fp” ,.r,.,.,)uW+ 1, a,+,. h+,)l - i.J Jb. alrl. bIbI)]. lelt., 
We leave as an exercise for the reader to deduce from I. I I (I), 1.13. I. 14, 1.6, and from the 
hypothesis of 1.1 that Y is a compact neighborhood for f ‘6a in M. that there are numbers 
Ej.l+I* (11+1* b ICI which satisfy 1.1 I(/+ l)(a), such that the product structurejjV,+, is well 
defined by I.15 and satisfies 1.11 (I+ 1) (b). 
This completes the proof of Theorem 1.1. 
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02 PROOFS OF PROPOSITIONS 1.6 AND 1s. 
Proofoj’Proposition 1.6. For each point przM and each number 6 > 0 the spaces T,, T,‘, 
T,,,. and Ti., have been defined in 1.3. Let C c F/ - F/- 1 be as given in 1.6. and for each 
pcC. 6 > 0 define Tj(p, 6) to be the subset of Tpid uniquely determined by the following 
equation: 
2.1. exp(Ti(p, 6)) = exp(Ti,)n(F_/ - F,?_,). 
We define a holonomy map h,,: Tid + Tklb for PEC as follows. Choose a coherent 
direction for all the leaves of F which intersect with exp(Tk,). Note there exists a number 
A> 1, independent of p, 6, C, such that the first return map Hp,b: exp(Ti,)dexp (Tj,,,b 
defined by starting at a point qEexp(Tk,) and the following the directed leaf of F 
containing q until it returns to exp(TiAd) at H&q)--is well defined. Now hp.b is uniquely 
determined by the equations 
exp(h,.&)) = H,,(exp(q)) for all qE Tkd. 
The holonomy maps {hr.,] enjoy the following properties. 
2.2. Given any number N, > 1 there is a continuous map rl: [O, l] -[O, 00) with 
r,(O) = 0, such that the following properties hold. 
(a) r, is indcpendcnt of C and j. 
(b) For sufficiently small 6 > 0 and any PE C there is a vector subspace S, of T,L and a 
linear map A,: T,’ + T,’ satisfying (c) (d). 
(c) A,IS, = identity; the distance from A,1 Tib to h,,, is less than r,(ii)d in the 
Co-metric and is less than r,(d) in the Cl-metric. 
(d) For any qE T/(p, N,3) the angle between S, and y in Ti is less than r,(5). 
The verification of 2.2 uses the second order Taylor’s theorem as applied to h+ at the 
origin, and uses the fact that T$(p, N,6) is part of the fixed point set of hp.N,d. Note that in 
order to apply the second order Taylor’s theorem we need to use the hypothesis that F is a 
Cz-foliation of M. 
We now describe a collection of maps yP: B mp x S’ + M, ~EC, from which the mappings 
{yi:i~l} of the conclusion 1.6 will eventually be selected. 
2.3. The mappings gP: B*P x S’ -+ M, ~IzC. 
Define a space X, by 
X, = (T;,&J(T,:,, x 109 ll))/-. 
where the equivalence * identities T,‘.lb x 0 with the subset T,& c Tjelzd via the inclusion 
map, and identifies Ti,,, x 1 with the subset hp,+( Ti,,) c T,& via the holonomy map 
h P.ld. Note that there is a map G,: X, + M such that G,) Tklzd = expl Tklzd and such that 
G,lq x L-0. 11. qE T,‘.m is a parametrization of constant speed for a segment of the leaf of F 
containing exp(q). Choose a smooth function cp: R + R satisfying ~(0) = 0, ~(1) = 1, 
q’(O) = cp’( 1) = 0, cp’ 2 0. Let S, come from 2.2(b) and let Brp denote the ball of radius S 
centered at the origin in S,. Set Br’ x S’ = (BTp[O, I])/=, where (.Y, s) z (y, t) if (.u, s)= 
(y, I) or ifs = 0, c = 1. and x = y. Define a map i,: B;J’ x S’ + X, as follows: i,) B,“p x 0 is 
the rcstrictcd holonomy map hpald: B,“p + Tklzd; i,l B,“p x 1 is also h,, ld I ST”; for any 
(x, S)E B:p x (0. 1) we have 
i,,k s) = (hp.&) + cp(s)(x - h,&)), s). 
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We can finally define the map gp: B’“p x S’ -. M to be the composite map 
It is left as an exercise for the reader to deduce from 2.2 and the above description of the 
y,: By’ x S’ + ,%I, ~EC. that they satisfy the following properties provided we choose N, 
sufficiently large in 2.2(d). 
(a) There is a number N, > 1 and function rz: [0, l] + [O. a), with r,(O) = 0, which are 
independent of j and of C c F,! - Fj_ , . 
(b) For each PEC the map gp: B;p x S’ 4 M satisfies 1.6(a)(b)(d) when gp, Nz, r2 
replace yi, N, r in 1.6(a)(b)(d). 
We now select the maps {gi: iEf} which satisfy the conclusions of 1.6. To do this we 
shall construct by induction a finite sequence of points pI, p2. . . . , p, in C and then set 
I= :1,2.. . . ,I) and gi = gp, for all iEl, where the gp, have been constructed in 2.3. Here is 
the induction hypothesis for the construction of the p,, p2, . . . , p,. 
2.4(x). Suppose that p,, pz, . . . , px have already been constructed. Then for each i < x 
there exists a point of gr_(O x S’) which is a distance greater than iN; ‘d from g,,(O x S’). 
(Here N, comes from 2.3(a).) 
To get px + , choose any leaf L of FJ - F,?_, which intersects C and which satisfies: for 
each i 5 x there is a point of L which is a distance greater than fN;‘6 from gJ0 x S’). 
Then choose pl: + , to be any point of L n C. (If there exists no such leaf I!_ then x = I and the 
induction construction is complete.) Note that the compactness of FY assures us that this 
inductive construction ends after a finite number of steps. Note also that the pI, pr , . . . , p, 
satisfy (in addition to 2.4) the following property. 
2.5. Let I_ bc any leaf of F/ - FJ_ , which intersects C. Then there is ic { I. 2,. . . , I) such 
that any point of I!, is a distance less than or equal to :N;‘S from yp,(O x S’). 
To complete the proof of Proposition 1.6, we must show that the (gi: ifzf} (defined 
by gi = g,,) satisfy 1.6(a)-(e). Note that by 2.3(a)(b) we have that the {yi: icl} satisfy 
1.6(a)(b)(d). It follows from 2.2(d), 2.4(I), and 2.5 that the { yi: ief} satisfy 1.6(e) and 1.6(c), 
provided the N and r( ) of 1.6(e) and 1.6(c) are chosen somewhat larger than the N, and 
r,( ), rz( ) of 2.2(d), 2.3(a)(b). 
This completes the proof of Proposition 1.6. 
Before proceeding with the proof of Proposition 1.8 we need to formulate a slightly 
sharpened version of the controlled h-cobordism results of Chapman [3]. Ferry [ 163, and 
Quinn [ 183. 
Dcfinirion 2.6. Let G be a given compact manifold. A partial h-cobordism over the 
compact subset X c R” consists of two open m-dimensional submanifolds A, B of R”, 
cobordisms (C: I’?) and (IV, IV,) of the pairs (A x G, A x 2G) and (B x G, B x ZG) 
respectively, and maps h: W + 2_ W, H * : V x [0, I] --, W, all of which satisfy the following 
propertics. 
(a)?_(C’, Va)=(AxG, AxZG) and c?_(W, W,)=(BxG. BxdG); XcAcB; 
(c: I;) c (If’* W,); 
(b) Set H,*(p) = H *(p, t) for each (p. t)e V x [O. I]. Then we have the following 
equalities: H; = hi I’; H:(V)c?+W; H,-I?_V=identity. for all tE[O, I]; 
If,‘I?+ I’= identity. for all tE[O. I]; H,*(V,)c W, for all tE[O. I]: h(?W)cZ_ W2; 
Hx :( 1’. 1;) 4 (CV, ct;) are equal the inclusion (I’, V,) c ( rt; W,). 
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The partial h-cobordism (U’, C’) over the compact subset X c Km, which is given in 2.6. 
is said to be E-conrrolled OL’U thr subset X if the diameter in R” ofeach of the following paths 
is less than or equal to E: 
[O, l] = (_V) x [O, l] H’. U’- h KxG%K. 
for any YE/I-*(X x G). 
Let (IV’, V) be a partial h-cobordism over the subset X c R”, as given in 2.6, and 
let X’ be a subset of X x G. A product structure /or (It: I;) orer X’ is an embedding 
I: X’ x [O. l] + W satisfying the following: flX’ x 0 is equal to the inclusion map 
X’ t s_ u-; moreover f(X’ x I) c S, W. Such a product structure is said to be 
.+controlled over X’ if the diameter in R” of each of the following paths is less than or 
equal to E: 
[0, I] =(v) x [O. l]1- F4’h.B x G=B, 
for all YE X’. 
For any subset X c R” and any number S > 0 let Xd denote all the points of R” which 
arc a distance less than or equal to S from X. 
LEMMA 2.7. (Chapman, Ferry, Quinn). Srrppose ilr~r tlrc comptrct muni/ihi G oj‘ 2.6 
sttris~ics thcjidlowin~q: Wh( R, (G) @ Z”) = Oj hr cdl integers n 2 0, dim( X x G) 2 5. Given trny 
number c > 0, and uny compucf subsets X , , X 2, X ojK m which s&is/j. (X, u X,)’ c X, there 
e.\;ists (I number SE (0, t:). Let ( CV. V) hr u purtiul h-cohordism over X. und let /‘: ((Xi x G) u 
(.U x (‘G)) x [O. I] --, W he u producr structure/i)r W over (X; x G)u( X x JG) such thuf 
/‘((X x CG) x [0, I]) c Wa. Then tk~/ollowiny hold. 
(a) If (W, V) is S-controlled over X, and if/is &controllcd over (X; x G)u(X x ?G), 
then thcrc is product structure 
/‘: ((X, x G)u(X, x G)u(X x c7G)) x [O. I] + W 
for W over (X, x G)u(X, x G)u(X x PG) which is t:-controlled over (X, x G)u 
(X, x G)u(X x JG). Moreover,fis equal to/’ over (X, x G)u(X x r?G). 
(b) There is a number r > I which depends only on m = dim(K”). The numbers E, S of 
this lemma are related as follows: 
& = rd. 
Proof of Lemma 2.7. Lemma 2.7(a) is essentially a relative version of [l8; 2.71. 
It remains only to verify 2.7(b). We define a cell structure C, for R” as follows. Set 
J, = {(x,, Xzr * * * I x,)cRm: 0 $ xi s I holds for all i = 1, 2, . . . , m}. 
The m-dimensional cells of C, are just the translates of J, by vectors of Km which have 
integer valued coordinates. The lower dimensional cells of C, are gotten in the same way 
from the lower dimensional faces of J,. Thicken up the cells of C, to obtain a handle body 
decomposition for R”, denoted by x‘. Clearly we can choose .f so that the following holds. 
2.8. The translate of any handle of NY‘ by a vector of Km having integral valued 
coordinates is also a handle of .H. 
We can use 2.8 and 2.7(a) to derive the following modified form of 2.7(a). 
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(a) The existence of the asymptotic foliation 9 + and of the transfers 2 I+‘, J in 
Lemma 3.3; 
(b) The application of Lemma 3.3 in 3.5 below: 
(c) 3.6 below, which uses the contractive properties of the geodesic flow G’ which in turn 
depends on the’fact that each leaf of Fx( - 1, 1) has a hyperbolic geometry; 
(d) 3.8 and 3.9 below, which depend on a comparison between the product metric and 
the hyperbolic metric on each leaf of Fx( - 1, 1) given in [IZ; 1.1). 
Proof oj Theorem 0.5(b). The general idea of this proof is similar to that of the proof 
given for Theorem 0.2 of [12; $51. So we shall be quite brief. 
First we will construct from the h-cobordism W a pair I Cr’, ,f as in 3.2. Set 
V=(Ex((-l,-f]u[~.1)))x[O,l], U’=Ex((-l,-+]u[+,l)))xO. Z+V=Ex((-1, 
-~]u[&l)))x 1, V’= Wx[-3/2,3/2],d_V’=Ex[-+,+],d+V’=SV’-Ex(-3/2, 
3/2). Note that V, v’ are h-cobordisms from d_ k’, d_ v’ to d, k’, d, V’ respectively. We get 
the h-cobordism 1 W by glueing V to V’ along the homeomorphism h : closure (S V - d _ k’ - 
a+~)~cl0sure(a~'-a_~'- - a + V’) defined as follows: h( y, - ). t) = ( y. - t - )) for any 
ycE and tE[O. 11; h(y, 4. t)=(y, t +f) for any GEE and rE[O. 11. Note that 8, t W= 
d, Vud, Y’. Define ,/: (E x ((-1, -)]u[f. 1))) x [0, l]- V to be the inclusion map. 
Note that we can get deformation retractions ,r* : , W x [0, I] + , W from the r* : W x [0, 
I] + W which satisfy the following properties. 
3.4. (a) , W is (/Ita. /I,S)-simply-controlled over (M x (- I, I). F x (- I. I)). where /I, is 
a positive number depending only on dim(M). (Here WC assume that W is (z. S)-controlled 
over (M, F).) 
(b) Sand the ,T* satisfy 3.2(b). 
(The reader should consult [12; I.11 when trying to verify 3.4.) 
Next we note that given any S2 > 0 if 6 is chosen sufficiently small in 3.4 we may apply 
Lemma 3.3 to choose transfers of, Wand , /to S ’ E-denoted by 2 Wand ,/-which satisfy 
the following properties. 
3.5. (a) z W is (4/I,a, 6,)~simply-controlled over S*(F x (- 1. I)), 9 l ). 
(b) ,/satisfies 3.3(b). 
Next we consider the control properties of 2 W and 2f with respect to the composite 
projection 
aP* 
S’E-S+(F x (-1. l))C’S+(F x (-1, 1) 
SP,+ 
3.6. Given any 6, > 0, if 6, in 3.5 is chosen sufficiently small, and if t is chosen to be a 
large enough positive number, then 2 W and ,jwill have the following control properties 
with respect to the projection sp,+ : S+E -, S+(F x (- 1, 1)). 
(a) 1 W is (4/?,a, 6,)controlled over (St (F x (- I, I)), 9 ‘). 
(b) ,jsatisfies 3.3(b). 
(The reader should consult [12; 3.21 when trying to verify 3.6.) 
We want to apply the boundary version of Theorem 1.1 (which is given in Remark 1.1) 
to 2 W over an arbitrarily large compact subset C c S+(F x (- 1, 1)). We shall use the 
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control data of 3.6(a) to meet the control hypothesis of Theorem 1.1: in this application 
of 1.1 we substitute for the pair (.%I. F) of I.1 the pair (S’(F x (-1. 1)). ‘9‘) of 3.6. 
Before applying the boundary version of Theorem 1.1 to z Cc- we must check that 
(S’(F x (-1, 1)). 9’) satisfy all the hypothesis of 1.1 (see 1.0 and Remark 1.1). 
First we consider property 1.0(a). The geodesics of every leaf of F x (- I. 1) are solutions 
to a second order differential equation 
.:, + l-ii i,.fj = 0. 
Since F is assumed to be a C’-foliation of AI it follows that the Christoffel symbols rij are 
C*-functions. Thus the solutions of the above differential equations are C*-functions of 
both the time variable and of the initial conditions. It follows that 9’ satisfies 1.0(a). 
The leaves of Y + are the flow lines of the geodesic flow G’: S+(Fx(- I. l))- 
S’(Fx(- 1, 1)). te( - co, a), so 5+ satisfies 1.0(b). 
Note that for any y > 0 the set (8+)’ is a closed subset of P-‘(M x 0). Since ,%I is 
compact and p-‘(M x 0) is the total space of a disc bundle over nf x 0 it follows that Y + 
satisfies 1.0(c). 
Note that since M is a compact manifold each leaf of F is a complete manifold in the 
geometry it inherits from M. Thus each leaf of F x (- I, I) is also a complete manifold, from 
which it follows that the leaves of %’ + either have infinite length or arc compact leaves. Thus 
Y + satisfies 1.0(d). 
Finally. note that S+(F x (- I. I)) has a boundary ?S’(F x (- I. I) which is foliated by 
.S ’ (see [12; 1.63). Thus ?S+(F x (- I, I)) is also foliated by %+. showing that the pair 
(S ‘(F x (- 1. I)). B ‘) satisfies the hypothesis of Remark 1.1. 
We can now apply the boundary version of Thcorcm I. I to z W to get a product 
structure over C satisfying the following. 
3.7. Given any S, > 0. and given any compact subset Cc S’(t; x (- 1, I)), if S, is 
chosen sutiicicntly small in 3.6 thcrc exists a product structure J,fi (sp,‘)-r (C) x 
l0, II-+, W for 2 W over C. Morcovcr, thcrc is a number /I, > I. which is independent 
of p: E + M and of F, such that Jis (4PJI,a. 6,)-controlled over (C, !e l ). (Here the ,Uz is 
equal to the /I of 1.1. Also, control is measured here with respect to the projection 
.sp,+: S+E-+S+(F x (-1. I)) of 3.6.) 
Next we choose numbers s,. .s~E(O. I), and wc choose the compact subset 
C c S’(F x (- I, I)) of 3.7, so that the following properties hold. 
3.8. (a) p-‘(hf x [sr,.sr])~C; fr-‘(M x((- I,s,]u[s~, l)))cG’( I’), where Y=p-‘(M 
x ((-1. -)luC,‘, 1))). 
(h) s, < s,; 2 - s, - s2 arbitrarily close to 0. 
(c) Thedistancefrom M x [-s,,s,] to M x ((-I,s2]u[s2, I))in M x (-1, l)ismuch 
greater than 4/?2r9,a. (Here distance is measured with respect to the Riemannian tensor 
B( , ) of [IZ; 1.11.) 
Let V denote the compliment in 2 W of the union [z/((p~sp,+)-L (M x ((- I. -s2)u 
(s2, I)) x [O. l])]u[,f((p~sp,+)-’ (M x (--sI.s,) x [0, I])]. Define subsets V,, V, c Vby 
V , =J((~os~I+)-‘(M x (-s,)uM x s2) x [0, l])and V,= ,j((p~sp,+)-’ (M x (-s,)u 
Mxs,)x[0,1]).Setd,V=Vnd,,W,d,V,=Vind,,Wfori=1,2.Iffollowsfrom 
3.6(b). 3.7, 3.8, and from [ 12; 1.1, IS], that (V, V,. V,) is an h-cobordism of three-tuplcs of 
manifolds from (?_ V, d_ V,, d_ V,) to (c!+ V, 3, V,, 2, V2), which can be equipped with a 
pair of deformation retracts 
w*: (V, V,, Vz) x [O, I] -(K V,. V,). 
such that the following control properties hold. Note that 2 f and ,/ give to V, u V, a 
product structure which we denote by */: (3_ V, ud_ V,) x [O. l] --, V, u V2. 
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3.9. Given any E > 0. ifs, and sy of3.8 are choosen sufficiently close to t (see 3.8(b)), then 
j’ and J will have the following control data with respect to the composite bundle 
projection 
fQQ!C+ S*(F x (- 1. l))P.-\I X (-I, I)%‘V. 
(a) t’ is ~-contro~Ied over M. 
(b) .Jis &-controlled over M, 
If t: is choosen su~ciently small in 3.9 then we may appl!: a rektivc version of Quinn’s 
thin h-cobordism theorem f18; 2.7) to get an extension of Jto a product structure 
Now we define a product structure J: ?_ 2 U’ x [O. 11 c+ r It’ for r It’ by setting Jequal 
to >J’ on ((p’sp:)-*(A4 x ((- 1, -s,fu(s2. I)))) x [O. I). setting J’ equal to J on 
Up-sp: I-‘litf x (-s,, st )I) x [O, 11, and setting J-equal to 5 f on ?_ Z’ x [O, t]. 
Finally we can complete the proof of the Theorem OS(b) with the following remarks. 
Let a( kr-3 denote the Whitehead torsion obstruction to finding a product structure for tt: 
and let a(, 6%‘) and a& M’) denote the Whiteh~d torsion obstructj~~ns klr ending 
product structures for I @lb’ and 2 tc’ which arc cquaf to $f and 2f away from fargc 
enough compact sets. Since *f is a product structure for z W which is equal to J on 
U,t ..sy,“)-‘(,V X (f-1. -S~)u(.s~, I))))+ CO. 11. it folfows that (t12 ii.1 = 0. On the olhcr 
hand, since L IV, Jarc ohtaincd by tr~~nsrerin~ 1 it; tf hack along the hundlc projection 
S * Ii -+ E which has a disc for fiber, it follows that a( L It’) = LI( 1 k+‘). Thus a(, W) = 0 ak<). Hy 
construction of , u’ and ,/ we have that a( Ct’) = n(, Ct’), so a( Ct’) = 0 ;a dcsircd. 
This compfctcs the proof of Thcorom O.S(bf. 
~‘~(j~~~~i~~~~~~ 3.3. Given any r zz- 0 and any XE hi x ( - I, t ), fct t, dcnotc the lcai of 
F x ( - t, 1) which contains X, and Ict L(.r;r) dcnotc the subset ofall points in t,= which arc a 
distance less than a from x (where the distance is mcasurcd in L, with rcspcct to the 
Riemannian structure inherited by t, from Bf , 1). Given any S > 0 wc let T{.u: r, 5) dcnotc 
the cofIcctinn of all vectors in T(S + fF x { - 1, t)B[p- Lft(s; r)l which are ~r~nd~cu~~~r to 
p- ‘fLf.u; rft and have length less than S. Let F,fx; X, S) be the foliation of T{s; 3, ~5) which 
has for IWVW all SC~S of tht~ form 
P ,:,,m n(l- ‘em: m. 
whcrc I1 is a leaf of .P + and j),z,.d: T(x; (x, S) -c c)-‘(t(.~.r; 2)) is the bundle projection. III all 
(hat follows we always assume that S is small enough to insure that the cxp~)ncnti~~l map 
exp: T(x;Cx,S)-+S’(Fx(-I, I)) 
is one-one. Let V(.r; r, 4) and F,(.u; r, S) denote the images under exp: T(.u; r. S)+ 
S + fF x f - 1, t ff of the space T&U; g 6) and of the foliation F, (x; CC, 6). NO& that if 6 is 
suffkicntly smatf then the feaves of F2(.u; r, 6f will intersect ransversely with the leaves of 
i’-‘(F x f- I, 1)) to give the leaves of another fotiation of U(x; a, 6) which we denote 
by E;(.u; r. $1. 
We stay that the u~~~fur ~jsf~~~e b tween E;(s: sz, 5) and 5 * is tess than E if for each 
point YE U(.u: z. 6). and each vector v which is tan~cnt o F,(x; r, S) at ): there exists a vector 
w which is tan~cnt o 9 * at 4’ and is such that the nnglc bctwcen L‘ and w is less than c. 
The verification of the following claim is left as an exercise for the reader. 
Cluint 3.10. Given r > 0 there exists a continuous map r: [O, I J I* [O, ‘xi) with r(0) = 0. 
Given any z > 0 and E r 0 there exists a number E’E(O, c). The following properties are 
satisikd by r. r, E, E’. 
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(a) For each XE ,zix[ -$. 41 there exists E,E [E’, E]. and there exists a point 
x’~M.x( - 1. 1). The distance from x to x’ in Mx( - 1, 1) is less than ME,. The exponential 
map exp: T(.x’; 2. a,)+S+(Fx(- 1. 1)) is one-one. 
(b) The foliation F,(x’; a. E,) is well defined. Moreover, the angular distance between 
F,(x’; z, E,) and 9 + is less than r(~,). 
Let z. E, E’, r be as in 3.10. Choose a finite triangulation K for the region iV.x[ -4, t] 
which satisfies the following property. 
3.11. The diameter of any triangle of K is much less than ME’. 
Use 3.10 to choose for each simplex AE K a point .r,~hf.x( - 1, 1) and a number Ed such 
that the following hold. 
3.12. (a) For each simplex AE K we have that E~E[E’, E] and the distance from x,, to A is 
less than r(cb)cb. Moreover, the exponential map exp: T(x,; a, Ed) -+S+(F x (- 1, 1)) is 
one-one. 
(b) For each AeK the foliation F3(xd: a, E,,) is well defined. The angular distance 
between FJ(x,: a. EJ and f + is less than r(q,). 
Note that there is a number N which satisfies the following properties. 
3.13. (a) NE(O, 1). N is independent of E and K. 
(b) For each AEK WC have that p-‘(L(x,; a/2)N’A) c U(x,: a, cd). (Here L(x,: a/2jN’A is 
the subset of all points in Mx( - I, I) which are a distance less than NC, from L(x,; a/2).) 
I’ropcrty 3. I3 allows us to dcfinc a manifold V(.X,. * a, E,,) and a foliation F4(xb; a, ra) of 
q.Y&; !X. r:,) as follows. 
3.14. (a) V(.r,; x. q,) is the total space of the bundle obtained by pulling 
y: ((p x (id)pq)-‘(L(x a; a/2)N’A) -b (p x (id))- ‘( L(x,; a/2P) 
back along the map 
,r,-: ((p x (id)),! ,r;)-‘(L(x A; a/2)Neh) --, (p x (id))- ‘( L(x,; a/2)““&), 
where q: S’E + E x (- I, 1) is the bundle projection. 
(b) Note that for each leaf L of F2(xa; a, cd) the composite map 
L n p- ‘(L(x,; a/2)N’“)- ‘“c’“‘ion p- ‘(L(x,; a/2)N’A)5 L(x,: a/2)N”A 
is a covering space projection. Therefore, a typical leaf L’ of F,(x,; a, E&) can be defined to be 
the total space of the pull back of the bundle 
q: (sp+)-‘(Lnp-‘(L(x~; a/2)N’A) + (p x (id))-‘(L(xA; a/2)N’A) 
along the map 
,r;: ((p x (id))0 Ir;)-‘(L(xd; a/2)N”A) + (p x (id))-‘(L(x,; a/2)N’d). 
Now we are ready to define the transfers 2J (z W. *r * ) of ,J (, IV, , r *). The set r W is 
just the total space of the pull back of the bundle S’E -+ E x (- 1, 1) along the map 
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(b) For each (x. s)~~f+‘(A) x [0, l] consider the pathf(r) = h,f(.x. s. t). The composite 
path g yf(t) is the constant path; and the composite path sp+7, R; -f(t) has diameter less 
than H. where limit ‘E = 0. 
c- 0 
Now we can define 2r*: 1 W(A) x [0, I] + 2 W to be equal to the map h: : t2 W(A) x 
[O, 11) X 1 --, 2 M’. for each (n + I)-dimensional simplex A of(K, ?K). This extends ?r* : 2.n B 
x [O. l] + z U’of 3.16(n) to *r*: *.“+ I W x [0, l] + z I+‘. 
Given d2.“+ r. if E of 3.20 is chosen sufficiently small it will follow from 3.16(n). 3. I g-3.20, 
and from 3.12(b), that 2r*: *.a+* Wx [0, 1]d2 W satisfies 3.16 (n + I) (aHd). for 
6 -6 1.n+l - 1.“’ 
This completes the proof of Lemma 3.3. 
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APPENDIX 
In this appendix we state and prove foliated versions of control results for homotopy equivalences 
due to Chapman [S], Farrell and Hsiang [8]. and Quinn [183. [l93. 
We begin with the foliated version of the control theorem of Farrell and Hsiang [X]. This result has 
already been proven by the authors in the special case that the control in the direction of the leaves of 
the foliation is less than some fixed fraction of the injectivity radius of each leaf (see [9; $63). 
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Let p: E -. M denote a fiber bundle over the compact closed Riemannian manifold M having the 
compact closed manifold T for fiber. Let F denote a C*-foliation for M which has one-dimensional 
leaves. 
Dvfinirion A.1. A homotopy equivalence h: N -+ E from the compact closed manifold .V is said to 
be (x, 5)-controlled ~ter (M, F) if there is a mapping g : E + N and homotopies H: E x [0, I] + E, 
G: N x [0, l] -+ N, so that the following are satisfied. 
(a) H is a homotopy from h ‘g to the identity map. G is a homotopy from gch to the identity map. 
(b) Let 4, : [0, l] + M denote any path obtained by projecting under p: E + M any of the paths 
r(t) = H(y. 1). ye E. or s(t) = h 5 G(.K, t), xeN. Then for each such path qt : [0, I] + M there must exist 
another path qz: [0, l] -+ XI with d(q,(t), q*(t)) c 6 for all to[O, 11. and such that Image ((I~) lies in a 
segment of a leaf of F having length less than 5. 
Definition A.2. Let h,: N + E. t~[0, 11. denote a homotopy of h: N -+ E. We say that the diameter 
ofh,. t~[0, I]. is less than (z, 6) if the following hold. Let p,: [O. I] -+ M denote any of the paths 
pub,(y), _xN. Then for any such path there must exist another path p2: [O. l] -+ M with d(p,(t). 
p2(t)) < 6, and such that Image(p,) lies in a segment of a leaf of F which has length less than z. 
Definition A.3 A compact manifold Y is said to be homotopy stable if for any disc bundle T over Y 
and any homotopy equivalence ofcompact manifold pairs h: (It’, al+‘) + (r x T’, d(s x T’))-with Tj 
equal toi-dimensional torus and dim(r) + i 2 S-we must have that property (a) implies property (b). 
(a) h I(1 W is a homeomorphism. 
(b) h is homotopic to a homcomorphism modulo hlL7W. 
Bcforc stating the first foliated control theorem of this appendix WC state the hypothesis of this 
theorem. 
f1yporhr.si.s A.4. Suppose that p: E + M and F satisfy the following propcrtics. 
(a) dim(E) ,) 5. 
(b) Each Icaf of F is one-dimensional. 
(c) Let L denote any closed Icaf of F. Then the pre-image p -l(L) is both a K(n, I)-space and a 
homotopy stable manifold. 
(d) The fiber of p: E + M is both a K(n, I)-space and a homotopy stable manifold. 
THEOREM A.4. Suppose thor p: E + M and F saris/y hyporhrsis A.4. Then there is a number fi > I. 
uttdjbr euch z > 0 and euch e > 0 rhere exists u number 6 > 0. If h: N + E is u homotopy eyui~~ulrnce 
which is (z. 6)-conrrolled over (M. F), then [here must exist a homotopy /I,: N -+ E, I E [0, 11. of h: N -+ E 
which sulisjies the jollowiny. 
(a) h,: N + E is a homeomorphism. 
(b) The diamctcr of h,. IE[O, I], is less than (/Iz. E). 
Remark A.4. The number B depends only on dim(M). The number 6 depends on z. E, and on the 
foliation F of M. 
Proof o/Theorem A.4. We refer the reader to Sections 7 and 8 of [9] where Theorem A.4 is proven 
under the additional hypothesis that a is less than some fixed fraction of the radius of injectivity of 
every leaf of F. First note that there is a version of [S; 7.33 where the E. 6 of [S; 7.33 are related as in 
Lemma 2.7(b). (Compare with [9; 7.43 and the proof of Lemma 2.7 given above.) Now use this more 
delicate version of [9; 7.33 to prove a structure set version of Proposition 1.8 above. 
Now the proof of Theorem A.4 proceeds (as did the proof of Theorem 1.1) by induction over the 
decreasing sequence 
F~‘=F~~F~~,~...~FFI”~F‘od’=~. 
Note that we can begin this induction argument by applying [9; 6.41 over an arbitrarily large compact 
subset of M - F,b” to homotope h: N -+ E to a new mapping (also denoted by h: N -+ E) which is a 
homeomorphism over the large compact subset of M - Ff’. To continue the induction argument we 
use Proposition 1.6. and the structure set version of Proposition 1.8 referred to in the preceding 
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paragraph. to get homotopies of h: N -+ E to new maps (also denoted by h: N + E) such that the new 
h: N + E are homeomorphisms over large compact subsets of hf - F:’ as j = k. k - I. k - 2. etc. 
This completes the outline of the proof for Theorem A.4. The remaining details are left to the 
reader. 
We shall now formulate foliated versions of the controlled structure set results of Chapman [S]. 
and Quinn [lS]. [19]. Recall that a homotopy equivalence h: N + E is said to be split over CI 
triangulation K o/ M if h:N + E is in transverse position to each p-‘(A) with A E K and if 
h: (pch)-‘(A) + p-‘(A) is a homotopy equivalence for each 6~ K. 
Hypothesis A.5. Suppose that p: E 4 M and F satisfy the following properties. 
(a) The fiber of p has dimension 2 5. 
(b) The leaves of F have dimension equal one. 
(c) For any compact leaf L of F we have that Wh(n,(p- l(L))@ Z”) = 0 for all integers n 2 0. 
(d) Wh(x,(p-‘(.x))$Z”)=O for all integers n 20 and all XEM. 
THEOREM A.5. Suppose that p:E + M and F satisfy hypothesis A.5. Then there is a number fi > 1 
which depends only on dim(M). Andfir each z > 0 and each E > 0 there is a number S > 0. If h: N -* E 
is a homotopy equicolence which is (2, S)-controlled over (M, F) then thtw must exist a homorop~ 
h, : N -, E. t E [O. 11, oj h : N + E which satisfies the /oIlowing properties. 
(a) h,: N -+ E is split over the given triangulation K of hf. 
(b) If the diameter of each simplex of K is less than S then the diameter of h,. I E [O. I], is less than 
(/lx. c). 
Rtvnccrk A.5. There is the following stable version of Theorem A.5. Suppose that p: I:’ -+ ,Zf and F 
satisfy hypothesis A.S(a)(b), but do not necessarily satisfy hypothesis A.S(c)(d). Then for some positive 
integer k (which depends only on dim(&f)). and for h: N -+ E. /f. 2. c. 6 as in Theorem A.5, we may 
conclude that there is a homotopy If,: N.xT’ -. E.xT’. re[O, I], of hxf: NsTk + E.xTk (where 
I: Tk -+ Tk is the identity map of the k-dimensional torus) which satislics the following properties. 
(a) II,: N.rTk -, ExT’ is split over the given triangulation K of M. 
(b) If the diameter ofeach simplex of K is less than S then the diamctcr of II,. t~[(), I]. is less than 
(/la. E). 
Proc$o/ Theorem A.5. The proof proceeds much like the proof of Theorem A.4. There arc two 
points of departure from that proof. The first point of departure from the proof of Theorem A.4 comes 
when we must homotope h: N + E to a new mapping which is split (instead of being a local 
embedding as is required in A.4) over an arbitrarily large compact subset of hf - Fp. To do this we 
appeal to the foliated controlled splitting theorems of [I I], which are best stated for our present 
purposes in [IO; Theorem. 6.61 (hypothesis A.5(d) is needed here). The second point of departure from 
the proof of Theorem A.4 is that the structure set analogue of Proposition I.8 which is needed here is 
somewhat dilferent than that needed in the proof of Theorem A.4. In A.4 we needed the analogue of 
1.8 to declare that h: N + E could be homotoped to an embedding over J(g,, a. 6) (see 1.8 for 
notation). Here we require only that the analogue of 1.8 declare that h: N + E can be homotoped to a 
split map over J(g,. a, 6). Note that such an analogue of 1.8 is true follows from a local version of 
Quinn’s splitting theorem [ 18; Theorem 3.3.21 and from a relative version of the splitting theorem of 
Farrell and Hsiang [6]: we use Quinn’s theorem (Hypothesis A.~(c) is needed here) to get a splitting 
for h: N -, E over By’ with respect to the projection p,: J(g,. LI. 6) + B,“’ of 1.7 and 1.8; then we use a 
relative version of the theorem of Farrell and Hsiang (Hypothesis A.S(c)(d) is needed here), and an 
induction argument over the dimension of the skeleta of a triangulation of B,“‘. to reline the previous 
splitting for h: N 4 E over B:’ to a splitting for h: N -4 E over J(g,, a, 6). 
The stable version of Theorem A.5 (of Remark A.5) is proven in the same way. (Compare with the 
stable foliated controlled splitting theorem [ 10; 6.71.) 
This completes the proof of Theorem A.5. 
Note that Theorem A.5 and Remark A.5 give a positive solution to problem IV in [ 1 I; p. 4033 for 
any C’ one-dimensional foliation of a compact closed smooth manifold. Theorem A.5 and Remark 
A.5 also imply the following solution to problem Y in [I I; p. 4043. The stable surgery classifying 
spaces P’(p. F) and P’(p-‘(y)), ye M, have been defined in [I 1; pp. 402-4031. The spaces U(p-‘(y)), 
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YEM, are the zero level spaces in f&spectra P’,(p-‘(y)). y~bf. By following the ideas of Quinn in 
[I% appendix], and of the authors in [lQ section 93, we can define the homology R-spectrum 
H,(M. P’*(p)) for M with coefficients in Y,(p) = { ~‘,(p- ‘(J)): ye bf 1. 
THEOREM A.6 There is a homotopy equivalence of spaces 
-kp(p, F’) = ‘W,(M. Y,(p)). 
provided that F is a C2 one-dimensional foliation of the compact. closed, smooth manijold ,%I. 
